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BACKGROUND
Hosted in the House of Lords on the 24th September 2013, with a
keynote address by the Archbishop of Canterbury, the Interfaith
Ethical Finance Roundtable uniquely bought together religious
scholars and financial practitioners. The presenters shared their
perspectives on the principles and common values underlying
ethical finance and the practical challenges inherent in trying
to follow such. The event was hosted by the Islamic Finance
Council UK (IFC) and assisted by the Arab Finance Forum (AFF)
and the Cambridge Interfaith Programme (CIP). The roundtable
follows on from the IFC and Tods Murray LLP 2010 Ethical
Finance conference and subsequent Edinburgh Ethical Finance
roundtable series and the 2007 Interfaith Ethical Finance
roundtable hosted by the AFF and CIP.
This document provides exclusive access to the content of the presentations delivered on the day.

ABOUT THE EVENT HOSTS
ISLAMIC FINANCE COUNCIL UK (IFC)
The IFC is a specialist body established
to promote the Islamic finance sector.
Working internationally the IFC focuses
on: Government advisory (policy
development and establishing regulatory
frameworks); ethical finance (promoting
better co-ordination and an enhanced
understanding of the shared values
amongst operators in Islamic finance and

the broader ethical finance arena); tailored
executive training and capacity building
for government bodies and private sector
firms; and Shariah governance: developing
frameworks for shariah assurance and
specialised conventional finance training
for shariah scholars.
www.ukifc.com
Omar Shaikh – omar@ukifc.com

ABOUT THE EVENT PARTNERS

ARAB FINANCE FORUM (AFF)
The AFF provides a framework for
strategic discussions on key issues facing
the development of Arab financial markets.
It does so by linking decision-makers and
opinion-formers from the public and
private sectors - both in the Arab world and
their international counterparts.
www.meconsult.co.uk
Daniel Morler –
daniel.morler@yahoo.co.uk

CAMBRIDGE INTER-FAITH
PROGRAMME (CIP)
As part of the University of Cambridge
the CIP is dedicated to learning about,
learning from, and learning between
religions as they interact within a secular
and religious world. With the aim of
promoting high-quality engagement
between Jews, Christians and Muslims,
and forging a deeper understanding of
the role that Judaism, Christianity and
Islam can play in a complexly religious and
secular world.
www.interfaith.cam.ac.uk
Miriam Lorie –
mlorie.cip@googlemail.com
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TODS MURRAY LLP
Tods Murray, a full service law firm based
in Scotland, has, for the last 10 years,
been at the forefront of Islamic finance
developments in Scotland. Having created
the first Islamic mortgage for Scotland in
2005, Tods Murray has, more recently,
worked on a new Shari'a compliant product
for the Islamic Bank of Britain. Tods Murray
has representation on the Executive Board
of the IFC, advise the Government and
other organisations on Islamic Finance
matters and provide support for the IFC’s
event, press and marketing activities.
www.todsmurray.com
Graham Burnside –
graham.burnside@todsmurray.com
UKIFC.com

FOREWORDS
OMAR SHAIKH
Islamic Finance Council UK
From the humble pioneering efforts of the first Islamic bank, Mit Ghamr (Egypt),
the Islamic banking industry has now grown to over $1.6trn. Governments,
including the UK, multinationals, sovereign wealth funds and millions of retail
users from all faith backgrounds are now using Islamic finance. However a fact
not commonly known is the founder of Mit Ghamr based his model on the
savings bank structure, originally founded by Rev. Henry Duncan of the Church
of Scotland over 200 years ago.
This simple fact poignantly highlights the universal ethical principles shared
by the great religious traditions but often obscured or discarded in modern
times. This shared values theme has been the focus of the IFC Ethical Finance
roundtable series which has successfully bought together different parties in the
ethical finance arena to share, learn and identify areas of synergy.
As hosts of the interfaith roundtable we would like to thank Archbishop Justin
Welby, the expert presenters, participants and our partners AFF & CIP for their
efforts towards making this an excellent event.

DANIAL MORLER
Arab Finance Forum
It was in summer 2007, that the Arab Financial Forum (AFF) and the Cambridge
Interfaith Programme (CIP) held a first “Interfaith Ethical Finance” roundtable
where scholars from all three Abrahamic Faiths agreed that we share common
values that had informed the traditions and practices of the City of London over
the last millennium but have been replaced by rules that more than ever before
are honoured by their breach rather than their observance based on a model of
“risk free rates of return”.
As we have come to learn not that much later, there is no such thing, as rewards
correspond risks that cannot be whizzed away by repackaging and re-rating
them. Against this backdrop, the AFF and CIP have joined forces with the Islamic
Finance Council UK to hold a second “Interfaith Ethical Finance” roundtable to
look at practical steps to bring the shared values of the three Abrahamic Faith
back into the heart of the City of London.
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LORD SHEIKH
Patron of the Islamic Finance Council UK

The IFC is working with a number of European and African governments along
with Central Banks in Malaysia and Bahrain. Its Board Members have been at the
forefront of promoting the UK’s role as the leading Western hub for Islamic finance.
Modern Islamic finance emerged in the mid 1970s with the founding of Islamic
banks but the growth has been very rapid since the 1990s. The market is now worth
over 750 billion dollars globally. The United Kingdom has Shariah-compliant assets
in excess of 18 billion dollars and it comes 8th in the Bankers league which is the
highest amongst all Western countries. One of these first Islamic banks was a bank
called Mit Ghamr in Egypt.

As Patron of the Islamic Finance Council UK it is my pleasure to
welcome you to the Interfaith Ethical Finance Roundtable.
Over the past 18 months the Islamic Finance Council has been holding a
series of Ethical Finance Roundtables in Edinburgh together with Tods
Murray solicitors. I believe that at these meetings we brought together various
stakeholders in the ethical finance arena to share and discuss ideas.
I am sure that today’s roundtable focusing on the interfaith perspective towards
ethical finance will bring an additional dimension to the preceding discussions.
It is an honor to have today’s discussions being led by the Archbishop of Canterbury
Dr Justin Welby.
I would like to thank the panelists and all of you for taking the time to participate
in today’s discussion.
In addition on behalf of the Islamic Finance Council I would also like to thank the
Arab Finance Forum and the Cambridge Interfaith Programme for their assistance
in bringing this event together.
Against the backdrop of the financial crisis and the ongoing moral scandals from
LIBOR fixing to usurious rates of the payday lenders, today’s discussion comes at
a timely juncture.

The founder based the model on the principle of the Savings Bank model which
was founded by the great Rev. Henry Duncan of the Church of Scotland just over
200 years ago. So history has shown how the Church has played a role in inspiring
modern ethical banking. In 2009 the official newspaper of the Vatican stated “The
ethical principles on which Islamic finance is based may bring banks closer to their
clients and to the true spirit which should mark every financial service,”
Today’s roundtable is a positive reflection of the UK’s ability as a rich diverse society,
to bring communities together to focus on the common good. Many people in
society, regardless of faith background, are eager to see a reformed banking sector
and I hope the faith communities can play a practical role towards realising such.
One of the ways to highlight what people have in common is to encourage tolerance
and understanding based on a mutual respect and to remind people of the many
universal principles which are shared by the great religious traditions but which are
often obscured or discarded in the modern age.
Honesty, integrity, transparency and contentment are some of the key principles
underlying the Islamic economic philosophy which are shared by many others.
In fact a considerable numbers of non Muslims have taken out Islamic Financial
transactions worldwide.
I now look forward to hearing more from our esteemed speakers.
Finally I would like to specifically thank Daniel Morler and Omar Shaikh for their
persistent efforts in bringing together today’s event. I am sure all of us will find the
proceedings informative and beneficial.
I would now like to hand-over to my co-Chair Sir Gavyn Arthur to Chair the rest
of the proceedings.

I have a very long and strong connection with the City of London; I have spent
my entire career focused on the insurance and financial services sector. I am also
a founder member of the Associate Group of British Parliamentarians on Islamic
banking and I have been elected as its Vice Chairman. It is an active organization
and we meet frequently. One of the issues which we are pursuing is the issue of a
UK Sovereign Sukuk. I am therefore keen to promote the ethical form of banking
and finance. I am chairing and speaking at a fringe meeting on Islamic Finance at
the Conservative Party Conference next week.
The IFC is based in Scotland a country which has a proud heritage in ethical finance
and mutual organisation. The activities of the IFC are focused on 4 key areas:
1) Government policy advisory for Islamic finance;
2) Shariah Assurance and Governance;
3) Promoting Ethical finance; and
4) Community education and awareness.
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The Archbishop of Canterbury

terms, between our richer and poorer areas. Even people with real energy and
determination struggle hugely. And those who don’t have quite that amount of
initiative and entrepreneurial spirit are basically lost.
So where do we start in terms of theological principles when we talk about a fair
and just, ethical finance system? I want to start by saying that, as a Christian, my
faith and the way that I see the world is obviously shaped by my belief in Jesus
Christ as the incarnate Son of God; and that is testified to by the scriptures that
speak of God’s relationship with His people throughout the millennia, and by the
tradition that the Church, at its best, has demonstrated since the life and death
and resurrection of Jesus Christ. And we are called as Christians to use our reason
in the application of the witness of the scriptures and of the tradition that we
inherit.

It is very good to be with you this afternoon and to take part
in this conversation about ethical finance. As you may know,
matters of finance are fairly close to my own heart, and I’m
particularly grateful for the opportunities I’ve had in recent
months, through the Parliamentary Banking Standards
Commission, to be involved in looking at ethical perspectives,
particularly in the financial and banking area.
One of the more striking comments was when someone [giving evidence to
the Commission] said: ‘Well, there can’t be any incentive for people to mis-sell
products in our branches because the people who were doing the selling were
on £15,000 or £20,000 a year and they were only getting bonuses of 10 per
cent; and who would ever mis-sell something for £2,000 a year? The answer, of
course, is anyone on £15,000 or £20,000 a year. It showed a disconnect between
the world of finance and the rest of the world that was quite staggering. A chief
executive [from a global bank] said to me the other day: ‘We’ve cut right bank
on remuneration. Do you know, some of our senior executives are down to
£3million a year?’ Right.
So we are dealing with something that, [when] I was very active in the financial
world in the 80s, was just beginning, particularly around the time of Big Bang. And
that process of disconnectedness has extended itself very rapidly. I have also spent
quite a lot of time with Muslim friends of mine discussing some of these issues.
One in particular, the governor of the Central Bank of Nigeria, Governor Sanusi,
who is one of the most remarkable philosophers, economist, and Islamic lawyers
active today anywhere in the world. And his capacity to sort out the Nigerian
banking system after its crisis of 2009, which was done by early 2010. . . I’d better
not end that sentence, it might get me into trouble with people here, but he did it
quickly and effectively.
Questions of finance are not abstract questions. When I was Bishop of Durham, I
came across someone on a local public housing estate, a man in his late 20s with
a partner and two children. He’d lost his job about 18 months earlier as a result
of the recession. He was a painter-decorator by trade and he wanted to start up
on his own and be able to earn enough money to look after his family. He was
someone with real get up and go. It took him 18 months to raise the money to
set up his own business, which he’d done. And in the first three months of his
new business he’d paid off his finance, and had eight months backlog of orders
and was doing very nicely. It’s all a pretty bog standard story until you discover
how much he needed. To set up his business, he needed £200. £200 – and it took
him 18 months to raise it. He came from a small family, so there was not family
support; and there was no bank or financial institution; the credit union had
disappeared. There was no means of him raising £200 to buy ladders, paint and
brushes. To me that says all we need to know about the complete failure of the
financial system in this country to reach to the parts that an effective financial
system should reach, and its ineffectiveness in providing financial access. The
problem of financial exclusion is at the heart of the deeply growing divide in
our society between the south and the north generally, but, in more specific
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And that picks up a number of very key theological points that guide our
understanding of an ethical finance system. The first of them is grace and
generosity. At the heart of Christian belief is the idea that God demonstrated his
love for all human beings by offering them hope of eternal life and a relationship
with Him, without their deserving, through sheer, underserved love, through what
is known as grace – without merit, without any expectation of return or reward.
It was a covenantal, not a contractual, offer. And grace leads to generosity. So an
ethical finance system will have at its heart generosity. Pope Benedict XIV, in his last
encyclical, pointed this out when he talked about the principle of gratuity as being
one that had to be in any ethical finance system globally. There had to be space for
gift, for something that is not expecting return, for something that is simply given.
And a system that does not have space for gift is a system that will in the end drift
into pure amorality, into mere dealing with the strong because they’re the only ones
who can deal with the contract.
Secondly, as a theological point, the incarnation – the life, the coming and being in
human form of God, in Jesus Christ – speaks of the need for a radical re-centering
of what we think of as essential in life. We have to move from the material to the
eternal. We can’t simply be stuck with what we can see, touch, measure – particularly
when it comes to finance.. . The danger in finance is we think – and this came out in
2008 in particular – that because you have a formula that tells you a number at the
end of it, that that is the answer. Black-Scholes need only be one example, in terms
of derivative products. The bell curve, the absence of awareness, of Black Swans,
of the long-tail risk. The reality that sometimes everything correlates in exactly
the wrong way at exactly the wrong time, and none of our calculations enable us
to build models that will deal with it. All this is utterly predictable from within a
Christian theological framework, because it says humans are fallible, therefore they
need salvation. It says that the material is not the ultimate value.
Thirdly, Christians live with the shadow over them, not only of their own sinfulness
and God’s grace and salvation, but also with the example of the first Christians
in the earliest days of the Church where all things were held in common. If, as a
Christian, that doesn’t leave you feeling ever so slightly guilty, particularly for those
of us who live in tiny little houses just on the other side of the river from here, then
you really aren’t thinking very clearly at all.
We need to think about what it means to have an economy, which is what the early
Christians formed, in which all is held together. And in case you think this is myth
in the earliest days of our scriptures, in mid-August my wife and I were visiting the
church in Mexico and we were up in northern Mexico, and because it’s a minority
church there, it tends to deal with people that no one else really notices; and they
don’t pay their clergy there, because they’ve got no money, so their clergy all have
to earn their own living; and one of the clergy is a psychologist, and his bishop said
to him: ‘I want you to go and work with this community right out in the sticks, as
well as your present parish and your full-time job.’ And the clergyman said to me
he was sure that when he went there they would kill him; it was a very wild area. . .
And he basically set up something where they held everything in common. They’d
set up central feeding in the community, and they fed the young and the old and
those who were ill. They’d set up a system where they built each other’s houses,
they helped each other get to work, they put money into a common fund across
the whole community. It was really the church which, in our better days, we would
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all like see. So it’s not just history, and that is an example which challenges how we
understand the flow of finance.
Fourthly, the incarnation of Jesus Christ and the love of God, the grace of God,
speaks to us of the dignity of the human being – that human beings are never
simply to be treated as means to an end, that they are ends of love in themselves;
and that we have to have a financial system that considers them as ends, not as
mere resources.
Fifthly, there is the purposefulness that comes with the incarnation and through
the gift of the Holy Spirit at the Day of Pentecost under which is the theological
principle that God gives purpose and calling to all those who will obey him.
Purposefulness and transformative love and grace to be demonstrated in the way
we live. . .
And finally, the incarnation points us to the principle of service, that all our acts
should exist for service, not simply for our own benefit. So, for example, whilst the
16th-century Reformer John Calvin recognised that money could have a price, he
remained clear that no one should take interest from the poor because that was a
form of seizure, not service.
To take another practical example for today, one that took me by surprise a few of
months ago, is that around the hunt the payday lenders, the high interest lenders. I
made a casual remark in the course of an interview. . . and people picked up strongly
on both the usurious nature of the interest rates. I know it’s a little rude, but frankly
since Moses, 5400 per cent a year has been considered a little over the top. . . If I just
take the New Testament period, that’s always been considered a little over the top.
Let me take another point that is about the dignity of the human being. With most
companies, when you enter into a short-term loan with them, you’re entering into
a loan that consents to a CPA [Continuous Payment Authority] which means that
their systems can go into your bank account, if you are overdue, and seize any
money that is in your bank account without your consent. And with most of these
lenders, their systems will go into your bank account roughly every six to twelve
hours. So move to the day of Universal Credit being paid directly into your bank
account at the beginning of the month to cover your rent and your food. You are
overdue with a loan to one of these companies, and before you’ve paid your rent or
your food, instantly your bank account is empty. Now let’s be clear: in the Jewish
Scriptures, in the Old Testament as we call it, it is clear that whatever you take as
security, you don’t take cloak and bed, because those are basic essentials. Today,
the equivalent would be food and shelter. These are things you must not seize.
And in listening to 12 months of evidence on the Banking Standards Commission,
underlying all this was the sense that we had lost of the intrinsic faithfulness of
God, of the principle of gratuity and of money being as much of a spiritual process
as it is a material process.
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Where does that fit in to an inter-religious discussion and to practical solutions?
First of all, the big area that has to change in our financial services structures is
not around even crucial areas around leverage and levels of debt in financial
institutions – although they are crucial and they must change. More fundamental
even than that is the issue of culture. And that is an area that cannot be legislated;
it can only be changed by a change in the spirit of society which leads to a sense of
what is right and wrong. And that is where the inter-faith discussions come in. The
lively presentation of the intrinsic principles that we each have, and where they
overlap, that we have together, sets a tone which one hopes over time will begin to
permeate and self-correct into the way that our banking system works. In practical
terms, from a Christian point of view, there are a number of key things. CPAs must
go. I mean, that’s a very simple statement. You cannot take everything someone has.
Secondly, because of the dignity of the human being, we must have a financial
system that abolishes financial exclusion. That brings us back to credit unions, to
local finance where people are looked in the eye and where there’s a sense of local
accountability, almost to micro-finance. £200, in many parts of the world outside the
United Kingdom, would be considered a micro-loan, even in quite poor countries.
Thirdly, we have to have a financial system that has within it the concept of mercy
and forgiveness. Our bankruptcy law has changed in the last 20 years in a way that
improves that and gives some hope of redemption in its broader sense as well as
repayment in its narrow sense. And I think one of the key things that we can hope
for this afternoon is to address a range of concerns and to see where, from common
principles, we can encourage regulation and law, competence and culture, and
awareness and access as the three points of a great triangle to tackle some of the
problems of our financial services system.
Thank you very much.
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SHAYKH RUZWAN MOHAMMED
Sunni Theologian, Scholar and Co-Founder, Solas Foundation

So what are the main value sets that inform a Muslim understanding of ethical
finance? The most important of these is the search for the Common Good. Muslim
deliberations on what constitutes the Common Good finds its contextual home in
Legal theory (usul al-fiqh) and revolves around the core values that the law was sent
to both protect and promote. These are referred to as ‘The five universal values’ (alKulliyat al-Khams). Islamic legal ethics sees the promotion and protection of these
as the fulfilment of one’s moral debt to God and society. Crucially in the context of
our current deliberations, these are seen as not exclusive but inclusive of all ethical
value systems. As the Spanish Muslim legal theorist al-Shatibi states:
“The entire Community agrees, nay all religious communities agree, that religious
law was instituted for the protection of the five absolute essentials namely: religion,
life, progeny, wealth and reason.”

I have been asked to speak on some of the key value sets that
inform a Muslim concept of what an ethical finance would be
like, while at the same time touching on the shared vistas with the
other monotheistic faith traditions and the subsequent relevance
of this to the crisis of ethics that the financial sector is beset with.
I would like to start though from a personal observation that,
though not of direct relevance to the topic at hand, explains the
manner in which I intend to frame my presentation.
While in Konya, the city of the poet and mystic Rumi, I visited a lodge established
by his students as a homage to his teachings. Its entrance leads into a commanding
yet intimate courtyard that serves as a canvass for exquisite quranic calligraphy that
winds it way up around the walls towards a large opening in the ceiling which
frames the heavenly canvas above. From there one gazes in awe at the striking
deep darkness of the night sky punctuated by the most piercing of stars. It is a
deeply moving experience and within moments it takes one from the worldly to
the sublime. But as pointed out to me by one of my teachers, in the midst of the
courtyard lies a large pool of water used for the ritual ablution. As you approach
it to purify yourself in preparation for prayer, you see the same heavenly canvas
reflected even more clearly in the surface of the pool. Access to illumination starts
with what we do on earth.
The 9th century scholar & jurist al-Shaybani, upon being requested to write a work
on spiritual excellence and matters of the heart (raqa’iq) replied ‘I have already
composed a work on Commerce which suffices the purpose.’
The Prophet of Islam self-identified from an early age a person who would make
a stand against economic exploitation. Historical literature mentions an instance
which later came to be known as ‘The pact of chivalry’ (hilf al-fudul). It relates to
the case of a trader who arrives in Makkah, only to find himself duped out of the
full value of his goods by a prominent and powerful local trader. The visitor has
no authority to turn to and so penniless, he makes an impassioned plea to the
collective consciousness of the population of Makkah for justice. His words do not
go unheard and a meeting is called by concerned citizens of the city in which they
make a pact to seek redress on his behalf. Of the people there was Muhammad.
This incident took place over a decade before the first revelations of the Quran and
recalling it towards the end of his life the Prophet remarked ‘If I was called to such
a meeting today I would surely respond to it.’
The event encapsulates what was to become a pivotal concern of Islamic law,
namely the pursuit of justice (‘adl) and transparency in contractual forms
and transactions.
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Alongside these five universals, the application of Islamic financial ethics places
particular emphasis on the pursuit of equity and fairness in the formulation and
implementation of contractual forms. This pursuit of equity is encapsulated in the
theory of Istihsan which postulates a divergence from the letter of the law when
it is shown that the letter of the law would undermine the universal axioms that
define due ethical process. Equity serves to create a unison between the external
statutes of the law and the higher intent of the law (maqasid) through a meditation
on the ethical affect of volitional acts.
Although the area of financial contracts in Islamic law is vast, the general rule with
regards to commercial contracts and transactions is that they are permitted unless
proven to be otherwise detrimental to the Common Good. From an essentialist
perspective, this translates into a requirement that financial transactions be free of
two proscribed elements: Riba and Gharar.
Riba literally means ‘an increase’ and is translated as either usury or interest, though
neither term adequately encompasses the scope of Riba as used in Muslim legal
literature. Of the many forms Riba may take, by far its most common contemporary
form is the modern interest bearing loans. The prohibition of Riba also calls into
question the system of fractional reserve banking as an ethical form of currency
provision. But why is it forbidden? Allow me to quote directly from al-Ghazzali, the
theologian ‘par excellence’ of the Muslim tradition.
‘Riba is prohibited as it channles individuals away from undertaking direct and
productive economic activity. When a person possessing capital can earn more
through Riba, through either immediate or deferred transactions, it becomes more
appealing for him to earn money on the basis of Riba, thereby not engendering
the uncertainty of real economic activities. This hampers the wider interests of
mankind which cannot be safeguarded without the practice of real commerce,
industry and construction.” [al-Ghazali, Ihya, 2:132]
It may also be relevant here to point out that Islamic law makes no differentiation
between exorbitant rates of interest (defined as Usury) and what may be defended
as reasonable rates. There are of course those that argue in defense of charging
reasonable interest based on considerations for the lender.
Amongst these considerations is the need to compensate the lender for the risk of
default. Another consideration is a payment to offset ‘the privation of profit’ which
would otherwise had been accrued by the lender through investing the currency
elsewhere. Needless to say that neither objections necessitates the existence of
interest, as securities alleviate the need for a fixed financial remuneration and ‘the
privation of profit’ consideration assumes as a fact what all economists clearly
recognize as false, that investments are by their nature always profitable.
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The second major prohibition in Islamic commercial law relates to contractual
arrangements that lead to excessive speculative elements (Gharar).
Gharar is an Arabic word which has an ancient root meaning of ‘a fruit of
pleasant appearance but rotten core’. The poignancy of this etymology to many
types of financial investment forms which are both prevalent and legal today
can barely go unnoticed.
It may be understood simply as ‘trade in risk.’ As the nature of all financial contracts
is the existence of a degree of risk, what is intended here is not absolute risk but
an overriding risk which is a result of contractual ambiguities or elements that
according to the legal theorist Ibn Taymmiyah ‘leads to dispute, hatred, and the
appropriation of the wealth of others unethically.’
Modern examples of gharar would include trading in unbundled risk; short
selling commodities; speculative transactions; trading in debts; collateralized debt
obligation (CDO’s) and the derivatives market.
To conclude this quick overview of the value sets that informs Islamic commercial
ethics, one can say that by insisting on a minimal ethical benchmark by which to
assess commercial contracts, Islamic law seeks to limit the responsibility of an
individual to act ethically by subsuming the morality of the transaction into the
form and content of the transaction itself. This allows people to be safe from that
which undermines the common good, while at the same time allowing people
to excel in personal altruism. Significantly, this insistence on a minimal ethical
benchmark eliminates the propensity of the economic system to be held to ransom
by wanton acts of risk undertaken by individuals.
In keeping with the points I have been requested to touch upon in the time
allocated, allow me to mention just a few strands of the shared ethical narrative that
exists between the Ibrahamic faiths and how they may provide hope for a shared
response to the inequities and imbalances that mark much of the financial sector. I
would like to start with Judaism as it is, like Islam, essentially nomocratic in nature.
A survey of the scriptural sources of Judaism and Islam points us to a set of common
rulings that are enshrined at the level of sacred law and which are indicative of what
an unethical economic practice would consist of. We find, for example, that the Old
Testament condemns all usurious transactions except in dealings with foreigners:
“Thou shall not lend upon usury to thy brother”. [Deuteronomy 23:19]
One could, of course, simply say that Islam extended this condemnation of
Usury to encompass the process rather than focus on the religious allegiances of
the contracting participants, but this would be to ignore developments in Jewish
religious thinking on usury itself. The Talmudic extensions of the prohibition
of usury to what is referred to as ‘the dust of Usury’ (avak ribbit), extending to
various types of rent sales and work contracts, has clear parallels with the Islamic
prohibitions on gharar. Interestingly, the phrase ‘Dust of Usury’ used by rabbinical
scholars reappears in the words of Muhammed: ‘There will come upon people a
time in which they will devour Usury. And the one that does not devour it will still
be reached by the dust of Usury.’ [Ahmed & Hakim]
This ‘synergy of ethical intent’ as I like to refer to it, is not surprising given that the
first revelation to Muhammed was identified at its inception as the coming of ‘The
Great ‘Namus’ that came to Moses before him...’. ‘Namus’ is a word that entered
the Arabic lexicon as a loan word from the Greek nomos (vóμoς) and refers to the
‘Knowledge of the Sacred canons associated with Prophecy’ and is associated with
the coming of the Angel Gabriel.
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Shared parallels in substantive Law extend to shared deliberations of the ultimate
function the law was revealed to fulfill. In his deliberations on what qualifies a
law to be referred to as ‘Divine’, the preeminent Jewish polymath Maimonides
interestingly focuses not on the law’s agent - God - but on its ultimate aim: that of
achieving human perfection. This is the core intent [maqsid; telos (Tέλος)] of both
legal traditions. It is worthy to note that the Muslim pioneer on legal ethics and the
higher purposes of the Law, Al-Izz Ibn Abd Salam (d. 1209), passed away in Cairo
only five years after the death of Maimonides in the came city.
If Judaism and Islam share a common understanding of the primacy of the Law,
Christianity and Islam have a shared reflections on how God’s love should be
allowed to manifest for the Common Good. Though Christianity holds that the
spirit of the law has ultimate preeminence over the letter of the law, this does
not mean that the manifestation of love is in anyway bereft of ethical norms that
societies should be obliged to uphold. ‘He who loves his neighbor has fulfilled the
Law’ [Romans 13:8] does not preclude the idea that fulfilling the dictates of a legal
system cannot or does not also serve as an expression of Divine love. The fullest
expression of love in a particular scenario may at the same time be the ultimate
expression of justice.
For Muslims, God’s compassion, approval and love are aspects of His Beneficent
Will (iradat al-in’am) which is given declarative form in the Sacred law. However this
variation in theological focus between Islam and Christianity does not necessitate
a variation in practical intent.
This unity of intent can be seen in the views of both Christianity and the Church
over what constitutes un-ethical commerce and in particular, Usury.
Despite a lack of any conclusive condemnation of Usury in the New Testament, we
find that the early Church articulated a consistent stance on usury that spanned
1400 years. From the First Council of Nicaea in the year 325 AD until the gradual
relaxation on the laws of Usury during the Reformation in the 16th Century,
through the efforts in particular of Calvin, the early Church viewed the practice
usury as contrary to the emanation of mercy and love and, through the works of
Aquinas in particular, as counter to natural law.
The church position mirrored that of early Greek philosophers such as Plato and
Aristotle, who both saw usury as a contravention of the essential nature of things.
The first of the scholastics, St Anslem of Canterbury posited the charging interest
as the same as theft and exploitive of those in dire need.
It is with St Thomas Aquinas, however, that we find the most articulate presentation
of the Church case against Usury. He expounded various reasons for Usury being
unethical, amongst them the concept of ‘double charging’, levying a charge for both
the thing and the use of the thing. Mirroring Aristotelian natural law theory, he also
restated Usury as unnatural. As usury is the rental of currency which is incapable
of self-replication, it was against the nature of currency that it produce profit
without prior investment. Later critiques of Usury by the clergy also underscore
the practice as being contrary to altruism and the imperative of extending love to
ones neighbour.
These criticism of a zero-ethics financial system, especially those made by the
Scholastics, remain centrally relevant to any faith based assessment of what an
ethical economy should be.
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I would like to conclude with some general observations.
One of the failings of modern economics as a discipline is the jettisoning of a value
based analysis of human actions. From an enquiry into ‘What ought to be’ in favour
of the wholly positivist stance of simply describing ‘What is’. This detachment from
the usual norms of ethical enquiry in pursuit of what is presented as an objective
look at humans qua ‘Homo Economicus’ in many ways lies at the heart of the crisis
of legitimacy that the financial system, both in terms of individuals and institutions,
is faced with.
At a deeper level, to examine the economic activity of humans disconnected
from the value systems which provide them with context makes the dangerous
assumption that an economic model which fails to take into account the real and
constant threat of human failing is one that can adequately protect the rest of
society from the fall out of unethical practices. As the financial system becomes
ever more interdependent, the results of malfunction do not affect the contracting
parties alone, but all that inhabit the economic sphere.
It is becoming increasingly clear that while humanity has succeeded in stretching
the horizons of science and harnessing the latent potential of nature through ever
advancing technologies, it has yet to fully come to terms with its role as the custodian
and steward of these same resources. As financial products and mechanisms become
more advanced and abstract, the need for a clear and well articulated analysis of the
ethical ramifications of such products should be seen not as a luxury of intellectual
expediency but as a current and pressing need. Such an ethics should not be overly
restrictive so as to stifle the creation of wealth, but it should also not be so noncommittal so as to allow the economic system to continue unchecked, creating
systemic inconsistencies that jeopardize real global prosperity.
These three presentations provide a fertile arena for cross scriptural analysis
between the Ibrahamic faiths and perhaps give hope for shared action. Where they
converge is on an understanding that the the arena of financial transactions has lost
its moral compass and with potentially catastrophic results. It is a moral imperative
that all faiths, and in particular those of the monotheistic tradition, provide a well
articulated blueprint for what they agree should be the norms of an ethical finance
in the 21st century fit for the aspirations of all the worlds citizens.
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Firstly, in theoretical terms it’s extraordinarily narcissistic. How can a religious
text teach such self-absorption? One would expect a core religious text to promote
humility, awareness of one’s own limitations, the notion that the world does NOT
revolve around me. And instead we get a text that emphasises the exact opposite.
Secondly, in practical terms what is the likely outcome of EVERY individual
thinking this way? If every person woke up in the morning believing that the world
was created just for them what kind of world would we end up fashioning for
ourselves? Some might argue that this is exactly the world we are currently living in
and it is precisely because too many people wake up in the morning believing that
they are at the centre of the universe!
The truth is the mishnah is making the exact opposite point to what it appears to be
making at first glance. The mishnah is not giving one licence to take from the world
with impunity but rather to give to the world out of a deep sense of responsibility.

Good afternoon,
Rather than talk about the specifics of ethical finance from
a Jewish legal perspective I think it would be more beneficial
and illuminating to describe the underlying philosophy
that undergirds its many emergent laws. Laws address
circumstances and as circumstances change so too does the
application and interpretation of law. However the underlying
Jewish philosophy and value system is the bedrock upon which
all subsequent law is built and so with only twenty minutes
allotted to this presentation. I would prefer to describe the
general Jewish value system which gives rise to numerous laws.
So what is the Jewish value system that undergirds ethical finance? I think it is the
same value system that undergirds all of human behaviour and it is brilliantly, albeit
cryptically, set out in the following mishnaic teaching. The Mishnah is the first
recorded book of Jewish law redacted by Rabbi Judah the Prince in the early part of
the third century Common Era. It’s a lengthy passage so, in the interest of time, I
will read only the most pertinent part.
A human being creates many coins from the same die and they are all identical; the
Supreme King of Kings, the Holy One blessed is He, coins all people from Adam’s
die and not one looks like another. This is why every person must say ‘The world
was created just for me (Mishnah, Chapter IV Sanhedrin).
As I said the mishnaic langue is terse and so let me explain what it means.
Ancient coinage carried the imprint of the sovereign; a human head. The Mishnah
observes that despite the production of thousands of individual coins, the head
imprinted on each of them is identical since they are all minted from the same
die. The Mishnah contrasts this with the human phenomenon that no two people
look alike. The conclusion drawn from this is that in the same way no two people
share an identical outward appearance so too it must be that not two people share
identical inner qualities either. There are no duplicates. Each human being is a
unique creation, an original. And not just during one’s own lifespan but in historical
terms as well. There never was another you nor will there ever be another you.
Given how unique we each are the Mishnah concludes that we must each say/
believe that “the world was created just for me.”
However there are at least two major problems with this teaching:
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Because each of us is unique we each possess the unique opportunity to contribute
something novel to our world and to society. The Mishnah is trying to combat a
nihilistic tendency in which the individual despairs of making any real difference
because he is so insignificant. The Mishnah address this first with rich imagery
pointing to the fact that no two people are alike and then by persuading the
individual to think of the world as though it were created just for him – to make a
unique contribution that no one else in human history can and will make.
In other words the Mishnah asserts that each of us possesses a unique purpose to be
fulfilled with our lives. In this context “The world was created just for me” implies
the world is waiting for my unique contribution.
The holocaust survivor and great humanist Victor Frankl was aware of this truth
when he wrote in his famous book “Man’s Search for Meaning” that:
Everyone has his own specific vocation or mission in life to carry out a concrete
assignment which demands fulfilment. Therein he cannot be replaced, nor can
his life be repeated. Thus everyone’s task is as unique as is his specific opportunity
to implement it.
This foundational idea, that every human being has a unique purpose to help
shape our world is at the heart of Judaism and it is captured in the phrase
TikunOlam – which means to repair our fractured world. What does this have to
do with ethical finance you might ask? The answer is everything. Ethical finance
is Purpose-driven finance.
Let me explain.
Throughout human history there has always been a tension between rights
and responsibilities. I think it is fair to say that prior to the enlightenment the
emphasis was on responsibilities or duties at the expense of individual rights. Postenlightenment the bias has turned in the other direction, and this is certainly true of
the post-modern world we currently find ourselves in. The discourse of politicians,
educators and moral philosophers revolves around finding the right balance
between Rights and Responsibilities so that whenever one pole is dominant they
react by pulling society in the other direction. The result is that we vacillate wildly
between these two poles and this is not constructive.
The financial world in particular finds itself caught between these two poles. Many
bankers assert their right within a free-market society to maximise short term
profits regardless of the long term cost – provided it is within the letter of the law.
They in turn are challenged by, amongst others, groups like the occupy Wall St
Movement that invoke the language of responsibility. Responsibility beyond the
letter of the law; responsibility to community, to the planet, to future generations.
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The problem with this discourse is that it is a conversation of the deaf and that
is largely because given the choice between right and responsibility most people
prefer to assert their right. Responsibility, at least, in our post-modern individualcentric society is not something most people instinctively relate to. And that is why
the only effective way to maintain it is through legislation.
But what if there was a third way? A model that combined both right
and responsibility?
I contend that this is the Jewish model of purpose. Embedded in the mishnah’s
teaching that we each have a unique purpose in the world is the notion that we
have both a right to discover and articulate this purpose as well as a responsibility
to do so.
By shifting the discourse from responsibilities to purpose, I believe we can get
behind the defensive stance of those who don’t want to be told by outsiders what
their responsibilities are because they are afraid that these responsibilities will erode
their rights. Even if some could be convinced of their responsibilities there is little
joy or enthusiasm in addressing them. At best it’s seen as a price to pay for the right
to remain in business. After all the term used to describe addressing responsibilities
is to discharge them. We discharge our responsibilities but we fulfil our purpose.
The challenge of purpose speaks to us on an entirely different level. It touches our
being in a way that responsibility cannot. Deep down we all crave for our lives to
have some greater purpose. We instinctively recognize the insignificance of our all
too brief lifespan and we want to know that our lives mean something. A.J. Heschel
a great twentieth century rabbi, philosopher and human rights activist wrote:

Ethical finance is purpose-driven finance. One is that enables the financier
to contribute something purposeful to society, to the environment, to future
generations. Purpose-driven finance, if done correctly, avoids the compliancebased box ticking of responsibility, or worse the hollow, opportunistic, synthetic
CSR, and in its place unleashes a positive, proactive drive to fulfil potential and to
be a blessing to others.
In typical Jewish fashion I conclude with a story:
Once, a man came to see the great Hasidic master Rabbi ShneurZalman of Liadi.
“Rabbi” the man sobbed “I have so many problems. I need to marry off my eldest
daughter but I haven’t enough money for the wedding. The landowner from whom
I rent my tavern is pressing me for the rent which I can’t afford. My youngest child
is ill and I have no access to a doctor. Oh Rabbi, pray for me!”
The rabbi sat in silence for several minutes, resting is head in his hands. Finally he
looked up at the poor man and said “my good man stop thinking about what you
need and start thinking about what you are needed for!
Ethical finance, from a Jewish perspective, is just that. A financial system operated
by those who think a little less about what they need and a little more about what
they are needed for.

Sophisticated thinking may enable man to feign his being sufficient to himself. Yet
the way to insanity is paved with such illusions. The feeling of futility that comes
with the sense of being useless, of not being needed in the world, is the most
common cause of psychoneurosis. The only way to avoid despair is to be a need
rather than an end. Happiness, in fact, may be defined as the certainty of being
needed. But who is in need of man?
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Our forefathers, Abraham, Isaac and Jacob were wealthy men. We have no problem
with money, only how you handle it. Wealth is a blessing from God. It brings
responsibilities as well as benefits, obligations to the community and to our fellow
men and women. We are very specific about our concern for the strangers, perhaps
read immigrants – “remember you were strangers in the land of Egypt”. And there
are issues about modesty and moderation – the idea of “enough”.
We have obligations to help the poor and weak. Charity is not a benevolence, it
is justice. Again Leviticus 19 “Leave the corners of the field, the fallen fruit of the
vineyard for the poor and for the stranger”.
Maimonides ranked the 13 different levels of charity, of which the highest was
to help someone to earn a living. That is exactly the role that banks can fulfil in
our society to-day.

The world of financial activity has become extraordinarily
complex. It is debatable whether legislation or regulation can
keep up with it. Those who have to fulfil roles of governance may
find it difficult to navigate. So an ethical compass becomes even
more important.
Economic activity plays a large role in society and in people’s lives, so the rabbis
made rules for it, exactly as they did for family life, for eating and drinking and for
religious observance. Of the 613 commandments, of which a number refer to the
Temple, 120 related to the way we earn our living, save our money and spend it.
There are only 26 laws for Kashrut, what we may eat. Judaism faces reality – money
is an essential element in life. People go to war for it; families fight about it, so we
have to make rules about it.
We can go back to the Bible to find basic Jewish laws of business ethics that were
then developed further in the Talmud and in major codes of law created in the
Middle Ages, by such as Maimonides.
In Leviticus 19, the holiness code which starts “You shall be a holy people for I, the
Lord, your God, am holy”, and includes “You shall love your neighbour as yourself”
– ends with the down to earth command to have “just balances, and just weights”.
Few activities create more opportunity to behave badly – or well – than business.
The rules start with conforming to national laws and regulations. A very old
commitment “the law of the land is the law”. This would be upheld by rabbinic
courts as well as civil courts. However it then goes much further with ethical
rulings that are extremely pragmatic.
Whilst developed centuries before the sophisticated products and situations of
today, they were based on long prevailing issues and have provisions for all the
complexities we face in the modern world.
The first approach makes an enormous difference to one’s perspective. We do not
believe in the common attitude of “caveat emptor”. We believe in “caveat vendor”.
The seller has the obligation for what is sold to the buyer. In that light we should
look at financial instruments such as mortgage backed securities.
There are two other key concepts “geneivat daat” (literally stealing another’s
mind) about mis-describing what is for sale – by the way equally an obligation on
the buyer not to be rubbishing what is for sale.
And “lifnei iver” (a stumbling block in the path of the blind), an obligation to ensure
that all information is available to the parties to a transaction and a prohibition
against selling financial products to those who do not understand them.

Judaism is more about how man behaves to man, in the eyes of God, than it is about
faith. So it is very responsive to rules about ethical behaviour.
We absolutely believe in the dignity of the human being, all created in the
image of God.
A former colleague, who rose to a very high level in a major company said he
learned from me that doing the right thing carries a cost. When people would say
to him “We can get away with something”, he would respond “the problem is you
know, I know and God knows”.
Let’s read across to the implications of these rules for some of today’s issues pay-day lending, taking advantage of the needy. Insider trading, using exclusive
knowledge that is not generally available. The living wage, the share of income for
those who play a role in producing it. Sourcing goods from factories in the third
world which can collapse and kill 1000 people. Mis-selling of financial products to
people who lack an understanding of them.
A company is a social entity, led by a group of people. That group have to decide
“what sort of company we want to be”. That decision is as much about its ethical
positioning, as it is about its market positioning.
In the 1970s the company I was managing was in deep trouble but we were still
profitable. A very clever and legal tax scheme was brought to us that would have
saved us the tax on our profits which we could ill afford to pay. I agonised over the
decision until I asked a senior partner of our accountants whether this fitted with
my personal standards of integrity and he said no. So we didn’t do it.
Other ethical decisions that I remember : Twice we acquired businesses where we
found that they were paying off the purchasing manager of their largest account.
We stopped it immediately. There was the whole issue of corporate entertaining
and we concluded that we would not countenance a level of entertaining aimed at
influencing the other party’s decision. There is the issue of paying bills on time –
“the wages of a hired servant shall not abide with thee all night until the morning.”
Of course, this all fits into our personal lives – Business ethics are linked to personal
ethics. The statement “Business is different” is no more relevant than “the tax
man is different” or “the insurance company is different”. Ethics are indivisible in
business and in one’s private life.
It is all about behaviour and we are continuously tested. As my professor at the
Harvard business School said “What you do speaks so loudly, I can’t hear what
you say”. There is evidence that quality people want to work for a company that
exhibits high levels of integrity but what I am proposing is not utilitarian, it is
because it is right.

Furthermore the law of “oonah” protects the buyer from the power of the seller –
perhaps the situation of the borrower from the pay day lender.
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Challenges include availability of scholars, consistency, possible perceived
conflicts and the need to promote professional standards within this
group.
•

Experiences and challenges facing practitioners - Equity Asset Class
–	According to Reuters in 1993 there were 10 Shariah compliant funds; today
this has increased to 626 funds with $40 Billion under management as of
March 2013.
– Sukuk which are Islamic bonds are curentley facing demand outpacing
supply. In 2012 there were $110 billion worth of Sukuk issued and by 2015
this number is estimated to increase to $600 billion.
– Opportunity for a UK sovereign sukuk remains positive.

Omar Shaikh, Executive Board Member of the Islamic Finance
Council UK & Investment Director at Dubai based investment
management firm RHT Partners, was due to present from an
Islamic finance practitioner’s perspective. He was unable to
attend and Iqbal Asaria kindly stepped in. Below are Omar's
notes detailing what he had planned to cover.

•

•

Global Islamic finance market overview

– Equity screening works in Islamic finance using ethical sectoral
screens (eliminate ‘sin sectors’) & financial screens (pragmatic approach
sanctioned by scholars to account for use of conventional interest
bearing instruments and marginal forms of non permissible income).
– Challenges of market price movements causing stocks to move in & out of
allowable limits resulting in the evolution of the financial ratios (trailing
averages).
– Top quartile performance of Islamic funds since the crisis has
inspired conventional asset managers who are looking at the debt ratios
and applying this technique.
• Way forward & conclusion

– Market estimates indicate the current value of the global Islamic finance
market is between $1.3trn & $ 1.6trn, with an expected growth rate of
approximately 12 to 16% in 2013.

	– Tayyab screening – bring in a new deeper shade of green via
positive screening.

– The average annual growth of Islamic finance assets from the 2008-2012
period has been 19%.

– Challenges in conventional markets include ‘green washing’.

How market stakeholders operate

– Opportunity to incorporate social returns into a new generation of screens.

–	 The Islamic banking sector has two operational delivery models.
– A window where conventional banks use existing resources to
provided Shariah compliant services to Islamic Finance customers.
–	 A standalone fully fledged Islamic bank.
•

The unique additional governance layer in Islamic finance are Shariah Supervisory Boards
– Every Islamic financial institution (IFIs) is also governed by a board of
Shariah experts which oversees the operational workings of IFIs ensuring
that the procedures are in accordance with the teachings of Shariah.
– The number of members in the Shariah board varies according to
jurisdictions, although typically is between 3 and 5.
–	Their role extends from certifying compliance at the development stage to
ongoing annual audit and reporting such within the financial statements.
– This additional powerful governance layer opens a channel to the
Board independent to the CEO &BoD to which CSR/ESG, type issues can
be directed (particularly useful where the banks executive board are ‘slow’ to
address such issues).
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Let me share two incidents with you: the last 8 years I have been doing the screening
for the FTSE Shar’iah indexes. So what goes into the constituents of those indexes
and their performance and so on. Over the last 12 years, this index has outperformed
the market, despite the market being up or down…so even if the market was up or
down, over all – showing to us managers that you would not lose out if you opted
for this kind of screening. And we did a bit of research and we will present it The
World Islamic Economic forum at the end of this month, and we found that the
key driver of stability in this is control over gearing – because our rules only allow
companies with only 30% or less gearing to be included otherwise they are not. We
find that this is also one of the major areas in which we have differences with the
ethical and ESG groups, as they don’t have gearing in their considerations. Gearing
is of course direct debt which is tied to interest and is very much tied to our lives.

Thank you very much and I am glad to be here. We were at a
leadership seminar once and the facilitator said “how would you
define yourself as?” I said to him “I would like to be remembered
as a spare tire - essential to have but not much needed. But today
unfortunately the spare tire is needed because the principal
presenter has gone missing, for good reason.
This is a very interesting discussion. I want to limit my remarks to what we can do
as a society to bring ethics into business and I started my career after graduation in
the city as an asset manager. And I was telling Sir Trevor that we used to buy and
sell his company’s shares and made a good profit out of that. At that time in the
late 70s, we just had the beginnings of thinking about ethical investments and faith
based rules and so on.
So we came into contact, as professional portfolio managers, and I remember we
had a meeting with the mangers of the Church Commissioner’s portfolio of that
time and they were looking into having a screened portfolio because they wanted to
remove what they at that time called “Sin Stocks” from their portfolio because they
were using the income to pay the clergy and they didn’t want the clergy preaching
against gambling and then being paid from gambling shares because that would
obviously be quite un-usual.

On many other areas we are sharing quite similar views to SRI funds - we should
have sustainability, we should have responsible use of resources. In fact the very
word stewardship itself is translated into the Arabic word “Khilafa” which is when
Allah created Adam, he said that “I have made you a steward of all the resources” So
it resonates very much. The other thing we did at that time, and still continuing,
is to setup a research agency called IRIS which does environmental and ethical
research on companies. And I say that kind of thinking is taking hold.
One of the big plus points is that for example the Norwegian wealth fund has
decided to allocate probably about 40% of its assets on the basis of its ethical
content. A fund of that size, which is one of the biggest funds in the world, sends a
signal to companies that if their affairs are not ethical they would not get the right
investment. Sir Trevor you are part of the private equity group and I’m sure you are
looking at these kinds of issues.
What I’m saying is that in this area at least, responsible investment funds become
publicly owned – we have pension funds, insurance funds, there is a role for the
public to influence the trustees to invest responsibly. And that is where we as faith
communities can also make a difference - force them, shame them, name them into
making proper investments and there I think all of us share the same ideas…and as
I say do not fear about performance – it can be done and it can be done profitably.

Theoretically all portfolio managers will tell you that “this madness – it will destroy
your returns because your diversification possibilities will go down. Some of us said
that let’s think with our hearts and give it a chance. At the same time as this, we
had been approached by Friends Provident Group to launch what they called their
“Store Chip Fund” and the ethical investment movement began. This has grabbed
the public’s imagination – we are now roughly looking at 20% of the market being
managed for SRI, ESG kind of portfolios.
The sentiment we share in common is that we could have faith based screens on
investments so that we direct our investment into channels in areas that we believe
in – whether it is sustainability, climate change, environmental protection, faith
based constraints and so on.
I am happy that after 40 years we have seen an enormous growth in the area and
great sophistication in different aspects.
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Hence starting with the systemic. Within this world view the market economy has
a clear purpose. It is to promote, foster and serve the common good of all. How?
By enabling people to have reasonable access to a reasonable standard of living
through gainful employment; by fostering innovation that advances civilisation
and addresses needs; by avoiding exploitative action; by creating and sustaining
profitable businesses which have a clear purpose to provide goods that are truly
good and services that truly serve.
Within such a view of the market economy as a whole, Catholic social teaching
would claim that there is an important and distinct social purpose to the financial
sector. This is to seek to apply the savings of people through financial intermediation
to productive investments that serve the long term common good of society.

Before we consider how faith can help, it’s worth focusing on
the problem. Banking and investing in themselves are human
goods, necessary to life in society. What is it that gets in the way
of ethical banking and investing? We know some of the causes:
imbalance of power and asymmetry of information, cultures
which incentivise highly risk taking behaviour and focus on short
term results, the unhappy combination of imprudent borrowers
and sometimes unscrupulous lenders; huge diversified financial
organisations that are too complex to control; regulatory capture
and ineffective regulation of new financial products.
We can all add to the list. There are many important factors and a lot of them were
in play in the financial crisis. So one approach is to take a tactical approach and look
at these one by one. But the Catholic theological tradition invites us first of all to
take a step back, and to take a systemic view.
It help us do that it brings to such a perspective certain ideas founded on Biblical
teaching. Catholic social teaching (as it is called ) seeks to apply the essence of
Christian moral and spiritual teaching to life in society, including the world of
business and finance.
The twin pillars on which this teaching is founded are human dignity, and the
common good. The inalienable human dignity possessed by each person is rooted
for all Abrahamic faiths in the book of Genesis where we read that humanity - male
and female - is created in the image and likeness of God. The second key concept
– the common good - arises from this. It is an emergent property which arises
through human relationships and institutions. It is emergent because, like the
family as its examplar, it is brought into being only through the quality of human
relationships of mutual commitment. We can only create common goods together.
No-one can do it alone. So the pursuit of the common good is the search for those
social conditions necessary to human flourishing and for the dignity of all to be
respected. The common good is not an addition sum of the greatest good, which
might be maximised even if some have nothing. It is more like a multiplication sum
in which the total is zero if any one term is zero. So we cannot hope to attain the
true common good unless the needs of all are taken into account.
Within the theological perspective of creation and eternity, it therefore offers a
world view, a clear direction of travel and an overarching purpose to life on this
earth. Social institutions including the state and the market are there to serve
humanity not the other way round. There can be structures in society which
embody particular goods and generate wider social goods, and there can be
structures of sin - such as endemic corruption - which do the opposite, and make
it extremely difficult even for the best people to live well in service to others.
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It is obvious that such a script is not exactly how business has often functioned,
and in particular the finance sector over the last 20-30 years. Very often the only
two questions asked were: is it legal, and is it profitable. Such an approach, taken
to extremes as a number of financial leaders wrote in the FT in 2010 “legitimates
exploitation and in the end undermines the very basis of trust in the market on
which all profitable activity depends”.
The breakdown of trust between the business and society, which has been and
remains so acute in the financial sector, has as its root the suspicion that businesses
are basically exploitative of people and society, and do not really serve either.
At this point many will say the answer has to be law and regulation. But whilst
clearly vitally necessary, these can never be the whole answer. Regulation can set
a minimum standard. But there is no technical fix or regulation which will deliver
the good we seek without human commitment to the good. Gandhi used to speak
disparagingly of “dreaming of systems so perfect that no one would need to be
good”. We need to bring together the moral resources of society to the enterprise
of business and the market, because business and society are interdependent.
This is not easy. it requires the engagement of the whole of society because the
market cannot create the values on which it depends. This interdependence
becomes clear when we ask: what is the business for? Why does it exist? What
story does it tell? The licence to operate given by society depends in the end on
any business being able to give an account, beyond simply making money within
the law, of why it is there at all, and how it is serving society. The key contribution
of Catholic social teaching is to offer two criteria for any business purpose: respect
for human dignity, and service to the common good. These are two core tests any
good business should pass. If a business – any business - is clear on its purpose,
and that purpose is fundamentally a social good, then two things are needed of
the people in the business – competence and character. The need for competence
in any profitable business is self evident. But the formation of character over
time is essential to building trusted relationships. People need to be able to bring
their best values to work with them, and good businesses will draw on the moral
resources of their people to nurture and strengthen a culture of genuine service
and professionalism.
Many of the criticisms levelled against banks is that they simply forgot to put their
customers first. But finance is special in that there is often an asymmetry of power.
The rise of the professional is the social response to asymmetry of power in the
case of lawyers, doctors and accountants. But the strong ethic of professionalism
embodied in the fiduciary duty for financial advisers to advise the client what is
in their best interests even if it will not make you as much money – this has been
lost and needs reclaiming. And that requires, beyond necessary regulation, the
formation of character and the instilling of behaviour linked to a clear purpose
which takes a long time to form – it is the culture of the business. Many banks
today are speaking about values. What is needed is more openeness about the scale
of the challenge and that it will be a journey which takes years.
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CHARLES WOOKEY
Assistant General Secretary of the Catholic Bishops' Conference of England and Wales

Pope Benedict in 2009 wrote that:
	“Above all, the intention to do good must not be considered incompatible
with the effective capacity to produce goods. Financiers must rediscover the
genuinely ethical foundation of their activity, so as not to abuse the sophisticated
instruments which can serve to betray the interests of savers. Right intention,
transparency, and the search for positive results are mutually compatible and
must never be detached from one another.” (n.65)
In the aftermath of the financial crisis, and given also the wider evidence of distrust
between business and society, many are seeking ways of rebuilding trust. One
contribution to that is drawing on the tradition I have outlined. The Blueprint
for Better Business initiative starts from a framework based on virtue ethics and
Catholic social teaching. It is an attempt to provide practical tools for businesses
that genuinely seek to set a clear purpose and pursue profitable activities that are
true to purpose. Interfaith work already underway in dialogue with theologians
from Judaism and Islam has demonstrated the compatibility of the framework
with Jewish and Islamic scriptures and ethical traditions. Furthermore, whilst faith
enabled, having been launched last year by Archbishop Vincent Nichols, is it not
faith led. It has already attracted the serious engagement of a number of major
businesses because of its provenance and independence.
The contribution of the investment community to the furtherance of these
objectives is vital. As Paul Polman of Unilever said at the BBB launch conference
last hear, you cannot have a business that succeeds in a society that fails. Investors
need to think not only about delivering a financial return for future pensioners, but
also about the kind of society in which those people will be living when they get
their pension. Ethical investment therefore should not be a subset of investment
but a constant criterion for all investors, and the development of metrics which
seek to evaluate how far a business is genuinely true to purpose will become more
important and potentially powerful in driving and promoting a healthier market
economy at the service of the common good.
But this also brings us back to the systemic level. There are many who would argue
that the vision presented here of a market economy in which profitable businesses
anchored to a clear purpose to serve society attract patient capital cannot happen
without structural change, especially to the way capital markets work. They
contend that the structure of relationships between asset owners, fund managers
and company directors in the UK, and the way capital markets work in practice,
sets up distorting incentives which skews behaviour at each level, and the result
is that the long term best interests of savers are not met. At our conference BBB
conference next month we will be exploring this complex and important question.
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Pretty high-minded standards, but ideals if engaged with, can turn into ideas and
ideas into actions and actions can bring the change.
That is where I feel we can benefit from adding our voices to a bigger choir.

Thank you for this opportunity to share a wee bit about where
we are in the Church of Scotland some of the exciting challenges
coming and some of the things that make managing finances
frustrating and difficult.
I have to admit that being here in this particular group of people is for me a bit
daunting – so I’m going to start with a confession – my brain does not naturally
wrap itself around numbers or math or money. Whenever I try to engage with
economics, I feel this huge dark cloud of confusion descending on my brain – and the
overwhelming temptation is to bury my head in the sand and retreat a safe distance
back into familiar territory – write a poem or preach a sermon. That’s my confession
– but here’s the insight I’ve arrived at over the more I am asked to engage: That’s not a
good enough excuse anymore. The state of the economy has in no small way got the
way it is because people like me chicken out and do not bring their brains to bear on
these complex issues and as a result, too many people are suffering while a few grow
richer in this upside-down, unsustainable system. Things have got to change and we
have to be part of the change. Apathy is a weapon the status quo counts on. So the
way we can begin to make the economy work better – work for the poor and the
marginalised is not to stay on the margins anymore.
As I said, this is a wonderful gathering of potential and I am excited by what we
might be able to think up, what we might be able to do together that we couldn’t
on our own. My grandmother had this saying about preaching to the choir – and
maybe that’s what we’ve been doing this afternoon, but choirs have been known
to have a great deal more volume when they sing together, so I think we’re onto
something by coming together and sharing ideas.
Two years ago, the Church of Scotland’s General Assembly discussed a report by
the Special Commission on the purposes of economic activity. It focused on what “a
right relationship with money” might look like. This report highlighted four rather
idealistic goals for the church to aim for in its investing and in the way it dealt with
money. They are to:
1. Reduce inequality
2. End poverty

Our Investment Trustees at present work mostly with negative screens – we do
not knowingly invest in alcohol, firearms, tobacco, gambling or pay-day loan
companies; but these need to be re-visited and expanded. Our four goals demand
it: By putting positive screens in place, by seeking a more proactive approach to
how we invest, channelling our funds into investments that have a significant
positive impact into the community even though they may not on paper be the
investments that make the largest fiscal gain, we could begin to live out the ethical
approach we strive for. There is a petition from a youth group in Dalgety Bay asking
the Church of Scotland to divest from companies that trade in fossil fuels. That
would be an interesting negative screen to put in place if we are serious about our
goal about ensuring sustainability, but what might positive screening look like
- where renewable energy initiatives and fair trade were positively favoured? We
would be interested in hearing about ways others are doing this.
Our participation in the Church Investors Group provides a way of ensuring
accountability – hearing regularly from companies about the provisions in place
and the work being done to promote ethical standards, but the more we join forces,
the more positive impact we can make as faith-based organizations and we would
welcome more joined up thinking and acting. How workers are treated, how taxes
are paid, how the company interacts with the communities it works in and depends
on – we have the potential, in all these things, to have more influence to the good
if we work together.
The report by the Special Commission also focused on the scourge of payday
lending and the positive contribution that Credit Unions could make to a more
ethical way of saving and borrowing. The Church of Scotland is exploring ways that
it could “put its money where its mouth is” in regards to supporting Credit Unions
- presently urging congregations to support, invest, and offer their facilities and
their expertise to existing credit unions; we are inviting enquiries about helping
to start up credit unions in local areas and are presently engaged in conversations
with Glasgow City Council about financially supporting their project to offer every
new High School student an account with a credit union. This would provide a
longer term response. We are also really excited about the possibility of a Churches
Mutual Credit Union and look forward to exploring how this type of initiative
could help us live out our ideals.
Living wage – all employees of the Church of Scotland will earn the living wage –
continued challenges for our social care arm “Crossreach” the largest provider of
social care in Scotland – but they would struggle to compete if they paid the living
wage – again, work together to call for changes that would allow organizations
committed to the living wage to compete in procurement would be a gigantic step
towards living out the ethical model we aspire to.
Again, thank you for gathering this group together – there is such potential to make
the world better.
When the day ends, I hope the choir keeps practicing.

3. Ensure sustainability
4. Promote mutuality
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Contemporary practices and challenges
•

 uch more press and public attention to practices of investors and
M
allegations of unethical investing. Everyone is ready to judge you. Means
investors need to understand their approach, what they actually hold in their
portfolios, and are prepared to answer those questions.

•

 thical investors want to invest in solutions. But it is often companies
E
with tarnished histories (or diversified businesses) that are providing them.
Example, Nestle on healthy products, Dow Chemical on green chemicals, etc.
There are opportunities for investing in New companies developing positive
products but these are often riskier investments that don’t meet the standard
risk / return profile for investment.

•

Just like people aren't perfect, companies aren't perfect. Can invest in
good companies and engage to improve some areas of weakness. But when
controversies emerge, when do you engage and when do you divest? Many
investors, including the CoE and F&C have taken the approach of first
attempting to engage and then divesting if engagement is fruitless.

•

 thical and faith-based investors need to be clear on their own motivations
E
and objectives for ethical investment. Is it about aligning investments with
beliefs or about driving returns? During some periods, are you willing to
sacrifice returns for alignment with beliefs? As ESG has gone "mainstream",
different actors are doing it for different reasons.

Introduction
•

 anaging ethical funds since 1984 when Stewardship Growth was
M
launched. Original impetus was Quaker commitment to peace and no
tobacco so it was probably one of the first funds to exclude any involvement
in weapons on tobacco.

•

 t present F&C manages 10 ethical or sustainable investment strategy across
A
equities, corporate bonds, and private equity

•

Total assets in ethical or sustainable funds just over £3 billion as of 30 June

•

 lient base is mostly institutional investors eg insurance companies,
C
pension funds, charities and endowments. In the faith community, we
provide responsible investment services for catholic, protestant, Quaker
and Islamic investors.

•

 s market dynamics have changed, have looked to develop products that meet
A
investors changing needs and expectations. From UK equity strategies to
Global Equities, then Emerging Market Equities, Corporate Bonds and Private
Equity. From fund management strategies to engagement strategies.

•

 thical approach has also changed as people's expectations have changed.
E
Still run negatively screened funds but also run thematic funds as people want
to invest in solutions to environmental and social challenges. Latest wave of
this in impact investing.

Our Approach
Focusing on the Stewardship funds but also true of Sharia and Emerging
Markets ESG funds
Invest – In companies that make a positive contribution to a fair, just, clean,
sustainable world
Avoid – Companies with unsustainable business practices that harm the world, its
people or the environment
Improve – Using our influence as an investor to encourage companies to operate
more responsibly. Includes direct engagement with companies through meetings and
voting our shares. Also includes engagement with policymakers, stock markets etc to
develop the frameworks necessary to encourage and support sustainable businesses.
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Opportunities for synergies
•

 ngagement: Faith-based investors can work together to call for more just
E
frameworks that encourage responsible and sustainable business practices
and promote justice and fair play. Example is Justin’s work in promoting
responsible banking, or the work of IIGCC in calling for clear, stable, effective
climate change policies. Sometimes can collaborate to engage companies too
eg ICCR or ECCR efforts to engage companies. CoE and F&C jointly engaging
with Vedanta. As faith-based investors, we can call companies to repent.

•

ositive investment: Faith-based investors can collaborate to invest in
P
positive products such as impact funds if the desired results are aligned
with their mission-based goals. Example, the Isaiah Fund in the US which
was established by a group of Jewish, Catholic and Protestant charities after
hurricane Katrina to provide loans to rebuild disaster-torn communities.
Similarly, when we were building the EM fund, we work with an investment
consultant and 4 charities in the US who wanted to invest in emerging
markets but wanted to ensure they could do so responsible. We built a
product together to ensure it met their investment and ethical needs.

What the faith community can bring to the table
As believers in an Almighty God to whom each of us is accountable, as a faith
community we can encourage business and corporate leaders to look back to Him
and to remember that each of us will be held to account for how we have stewarded
the resources He has given us, how we’ve tended the earth He created, and how we’ve
cared for those people He’s put in our workplaces, supply chains and communities.
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MANY THANKS TO OUR EVENT PARTNERS:

A special thanks to the following individuals who helped to bring the event together:
Rev. Helen Dawes – Church of England
Rev. Dr Mike Higton – Cambridge Inter-Faith Programme
House of Lords facilities team
Rev. Toby Howarth – Church of England
Lady Sheikh
Chris Tait – Tods Murray

The IFC is a specialist body established to promote the Islamic
finance sector. Working internationally the IFC focuses on the
following four areas:
1. Government advisory: policy development and establishing
regulatory frameworks.
2. Ethical finance: promoting better co-ordination and an
enhanced understanding of the shared values amongst
operators in Islamic finance and the broader ethical
finance arena.
3. Tailored executive training and capacity building for
government bodies and private sector firms.
4. Shariah governance: developing frameworks for shariah
assurance and specialised conventional finance training for
shariah scholars.
To find out more visit www.ukifc.com or email info@ukifc.com

THINK AND TALK WITH TODS IS YOUR LOOKING GLASS
INTO LEGAL UPDATES, RESEARCH AND INSIGHTS.
There you will find articles about paradigm-shifting ideas,
content from seminars to interviews with our lawyers and
thought leaders. Our mission is to engage our clients, contacts
and the business community in conversation about the world
and its future, and to inspire new ways for you to approach your
business and better serve your customers.
Think & Talk with Tods comprises of several components: blog,
video, insights, research and Tods Murray hostedevents.
Visit thinkandtalkwithtods.com

